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At this moment, in Violet Cloud Cave Abode. 

 

A golden light shone, and flickering runes flowed. The entire cave was exceptionally dazzling. 

 

Sitting cross-legged behind Meng Tianzheng, Ye Qiu released all his strength and continuously attacked 

the root of trouble in Meng Tianzheng’s body, wanting to completely eliminate it. After a month, he had 

finally healed some of the injuries in his body. 

 

 

“Phew…” 

 

After the impact, Ye Qiu opened his eyes and panted heavily. 

 

It had been a tiring month of recuperation. The more tired he was, the more Ye Qiu hated Tianmeng. 

This demoness was still doing this to him after she died. It was really a little disgusting. 

 

“Junior Brother, how is it?” Ming Yue silently accompanied him. When she saw that Ye Qiu had woken 

up, she hurriedly asked. 

 

Ye Qiu shook his head and said, “Senior Brother’s blood energy has already recovered. Although his life 

is not in danger, the root of the calamity in his body is difficult to eliminate. I still need to put in some 

effort.” 

 

A Resurrection Pill could indeed save Meng Tianzheng’s life, but if he didn’t eliminate the hidden 

dangers left behind by the Heaven Swallowing Demon Technique, this fatal flaw would one day take his 

life again. 

 

Therefore, what Ye Qiu needed to do now was to completely eliminate this hidden danger. 



 

Through the Chaos Green Lotus technique, Ye Qiu had already worn down more than half of it. The 

demonic energy left behind by the Heaven Swallowing Demon Technique had also decreased greatly. 

 

Next, the only way to eradicate it was to break through to the King-Ranked realm. As long as he could 

break through to the King-Ranked realm, the hidden dangers in his body could be eliminated. 

 

However, the greatest problem now was that the Heaven Swallowing Demon Technique had the ability 

to devour the heavens and the earth. 

 

...... 

 

No matter how much power Ye Qiu injected into it, it would be devoured, just like Daoist Xuantian back 

then. It was also because of this that he was unable to break through to the King-Ranked realm. In the 

end, he died of depression. 

 

It had to be said that Tianmeng’s Heaven Swallowing Demon Technique was indeed very disgusting. It 

really made Ye Qiu feel helpless. 

 

If Ye Qiu had discovered it before the hidden danger erupted, it would definitely be very easy to deal 

with it. However, the demonic energy in his body had already completely erupted. It was extremely 

difficult to completely eliminate it. 

 

Ming Yue, who was behind him, looked at Ye Qiu’s tightly furrowed brows and knew that he had 

encountered a huge problem. She was very anxious and said, “Junior Brother, what should we do now? 

Is this hidden danger really impossible to eliminate?” 

 

Ye Qiu was silent for a while, silently thinking about this countermeasure. 

 



“Pfft…” 

 

Suddenly, Meng Tianzheng spat out a mouthful of blood, and his originally red face instantly turned 

pale. 

 

“Senior Brother!” Ming Yue shouted anxiously and was about to step forward when Meng Tianzheng 

suddenly woke up. He waved his hand, indicating for Ming Yue not to come over. 

 

Enduring the churning demonic energy in his body, Meng Tianzheng sighed and said, “Give up… I know 

my body very well. The demonic energy of this Heaven Swallowing Demon Technique has already 

occupied my body for a hundred years. For a hundred years, I’ve searched for all the good herbs in the 

world, but I can’t eliminate them. 

 

“Junior Brother, I know you have many methods, but there’s no need to waste so many natural 

treasures on me. It’s not worth it.” 

 

Meng Tianzheng seemed to have gotten over it and given up on redemption. 

 

However, Ye Qiu didn’t intend to give up. Instead, he smiled and said, “Senior Brother is still as elegant 

as before. There’s no need to give up on yourself. The Heaven Swallowing Demon Technique is indeed 

strange, but it’s not invincible.” 

 

As soon as these words were spoken, Meng Tianzheng was stunned for a moment. Hearing Ye Qiu speak 

so confidently, he couldn’t help but wonder if he really had a way to eliminate the demonic energy of 

the Heaven Swallowing Demon Technique. 

 

This hidden danger was something that even Martial Uncle Xuantian could not resolve. It was also 

because of Daoist Xuantian’s death that Meng Tianzheng couldn’t see any hope of resolving it, so he 

gave up on himself. 
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“Junior Brother, how should we resolve Senior Brother’s problem?” Ming Yue also asked curiously. 

 

Ye Qiu smiled and didn’t reply. Suddenly, his hands had a clear light surrounding him. In an instant, it 

illuminated the entire cave. In the darkness, it was as if a green lotus was blooming with dazzling light. 

 

“This is… an immortal technique?” 

 

Ming Yue was instantly shocked when she saw this. 

 

The moment Ye Qiu activated the Eternal Evergreen Record, a ray of light gathered and a towering 

green lotus bloomed in the cave abode. 

 

Ye Qiu said, “Senior Brother, I’ll give you some good fortune today to help you enter the King-Ranked 

realm.” 

 

“What!” 

 

Meng Tianzheng was shocked and in disbelief. 

 

Ye Qiu slowly pushed out his palms and the green lotus was injected into Meng Tianzheng’s body. In an 

instant, the dark demonic energy in the turbid world seemed to have encountered its nemesis and 

suffered a fatal blow. A green lotus completely took root in Meng Tianzheng’s prefecture sea and 

planted the Dao Fruit. 

 

Meng Tianzheng was shocked. “This is… a Green Lotus Dao Fruit?” 

 



He was shocked. He was really shocked. One had to know that he had yet to attain any Dao, and it was 

impossible for him to have a Dao Fruit. 

 

Generally speaking, there were only three kinds of people in the world who had Dao Fruits. 

 

One was a Martial Monarch expert who had successfully attained the Dao and advanced to the Martial 

Monarch realm. The other was a successor who had inherited the orthodoxy, such as the Jade-Lake Fairy 

of the Jade-Lake Holy Land. The other was the reincarnation of an immortal. For example, Little Linglong 

was born with a Dao status. 

 

Meng Tianzheng didn’t belong to any of them. He wasn’t qualified to obtain the Dao status. But Ye Qiu 

could actually let him obtain a status? 

 

“No… This is planting the laws with the body.” 

 

While he was shocked, Meng Tianzheng gradually realized that something was wrong. He had yet to 

truly obtain this status. Instead, Ye Qiu had planted the Green Lotus Dharmic Dao in his body. This green 

lotus purified the demonic energy in his body and baptized his body. 

 

Realizing this, Meng Tianzheng was shocked and took a deep breath. 

 

“What a terrifying immortal technique! This is the legendary Eternal Evergreen Lotus?” 

 

Meng Tianzheng was shocked. If the planting method succeeded, his strength would definitely advance 

by leaps and bounds in the future. And his future would be limitless. 

 

Ye Qiu’s fortune wasn’t as easy as he said. How could he repay such a favor? 

 



The moment the green lotus was planted, Ye Qiu activated the Eternal Evergreen Record with all his 

might and endless power surged into the green lotus. 

 

This green lotus was condensed by Ye Qiu by combining the profundities of the Chaos Green Lotus and 

the Eternal Evergreen Record. The profundities of a natural spell were limitless. Once it was planted, 

Meng Tianzheng’s cultivation path would only become smoother in the future. 

 

He did not even need to experience the path of Dao Validation because he had used his body to plant 

the Dao. 

 

He was the Dao, and the Dao was him. Why would he need to attain the Dao? 

 

Ye Qiu suddenly thought of this path when he thought of the name Meng Tianzheng. He only tested it 

briefly and did not expect it to really work. 

 

He was still very excited.?As expected of me, I’m too smart. 


